Computer particle simulation has become a standard research tool in space plasma physics research. A particle-in-cell (PIC) code simulates collisionless plasma phenomena by modeling a plamna as hundreds of thousands of test particles and following the evolution of the orbits of individual test particles in the self-collsistent electromagnetic field. Each time step in a PIC code consists of two major stages: the partick push to update the particle orbits and calculate the new charge and/or current density , and the jcdd solve to update the elmtrornagnctic fields. 'J'o study those problems that involve collisions between plasmas and neutral atoms, a particle-in-cell with Monte Carlo collisions (PI C-MCC) code can be used. IJI a I'IC-MCC code, a Monte Carlo collision is incorporated into the particle push stage of a PIC code to calculate the collisonzd eflect on plasma particle orbits, While the PIC-MCC method allows oIlc to study plasma phenolnena from the very fundarnenta] level, the scope of the physics that can be resolved in a simulation study critically depends on t}le computational power. I'he computational time/cost and computer memory size restricts the spatial scale, time scale, and number of particles that. can be used in a sin~ulatioI1. 'l'he cost of running 3-1) electromagnetic I'IC-MCC simulatioIls on existing sequential super-computers limits the problems which call bcI addressed. Recent advances iIi massive] y parallel superc.olnputers have provided computational possibilities that were previously IIot conceivable.
